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Executive summary  
 

In the event that Ofcom permits the BBC to relaunch BBC Three as a broadcast TV 
channel, it would be inappropriate to require EPG providers to list BBC Three within 
the first 24 EPG slots, and maintain the current prominence requirements for BBC 
Four, BBC Scotland and BBC Alba, as proposed by Ofcom.  Sky considers that to 
require EPG providers to list BBC Three in the first 24 EPG slots would be 
disproportionate and unjustified on the basis that: 
 

• The requirement will result in a large number of popular channels being 
displaced across a range of popular platforms - including up to around 50 
channels on the Sky platform - which will adversely impact viewers, EPG 
providers and broadcasters (many of whom have bought prominent Sky EPG 
slots on the open market in good faith).  
 

• The BBC is already gifted 4 channels in the first 24 EPG slots and this 
increases to 5 channels in Scotland.   
 

• The relaunched channel will broadcast only part of the day; all channels in 
the first 24 EPG slots (other than BBC Four, BBC Alba and BBC Scotland) 
broadcast 24 hours a day and this is what viewers expect as this section of 
the EPG experiences high traffic throughout the day. 
 

• The BBC is not reliant on a prominent EPG position to direct viewers to BBC 
Three; it can include cross-promotions and BBC Three content on BBC One 
and BBC Two at the top of the EPG. 

 
If BBC Three is to relaunch within the first 24 EPG slots, then disruption to affected 
broadcasters, EPG providers and viewers must be kept to a minimum.  This should 
include giving EPG providers the flexibility in Scotland to move one of the BBC’s 
existing channels (such as BBC Alba) out of the first 24 slots, in order to be able to 
accommodate BBC Three.  Since the BBC expects to launch all of its regional variants 
in HD within 18 months of the relaunch of BBC Three, the requirement to give BBC 
Three prominence across all nations should not become effective until the BBC has 
launched HD variants in all nations and regions.  Finally, Ofcom should use the launch 
of the new channel to review the prominence afforded to BBC Four, BBC Scotland 
and BBC Alba in Scotland, given the number of channels which the BBC has in the 
first 24 EPG slots, and the cumulative effect of channel changes. 
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Ofcom has underestimated the potential impact on the Sky EPG  
 

We have included in Annex 1 to this response the current channel line-up in the 
Entertainment and Documentaries number range of the Sky EPG.  
 
Ofcom has correctly identified that there are currently no vacant slots in the first 24 
slots in Sky’s EPG for Scotland.  If Sky were required to list BBC Three in the first 24 
slots, then a significant number channels from slot 124 onwards would need to move 
down by one slot. 
 

 
 
 
 

  Before taking a decision on this, 
Sky would need to consider what the best option would be from a platform, 
broadcaster and, most importantly, viewer perspective.  
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Impact in England and Northern Ireland  
 
In England and Northern Ireland, slot 115 of the Sky EPG is currently occupied in 
certain regions by the HD version of BBC One.  Slot 115 will not become available 
across England and Northern Ireland until the BBC has made all of its regional 
variants available in HD, at which point the HD version of BBC One will move up to 
slot 101 in all regions of England and Northern Ireland, and the SD version will move 
into the 800 number range, in accordance with Sky’s Listing Methodology.2   
 

 
 
 
 
 

   
 
 

  

 
 
2 See sections 3.5 and 3.6 of Sky’s Listing Methodology, available at  
https://static.skyassets.com/contentstack/assets/bltdc2476c7b6b194dd/bltae0213a4c6eaad3a/5f75d839be6df
80f0910abbf/Method for Allocating Listings in Sky%E2%80%99s EPG - 1 October 2020.pdf. 
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“offers the biggest opportunity to reach the 16-34 audience at scale with [BBC Three] 
content.”3  The BBC could also consider placing BBC Three content behind the red 
button on BBC One or BBC Two.  
 

 
 

  

 
 
3 Page 8, available at http://downloads.bbc.co.uk/aboutthebbc/reports/consultation/bbcthreepit/channel-4.pdf. 
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Sky’s proposal for a more proportionate approach 
 
If BBC Three is to relaunch within the first 24 EPG slots, then the disruption to 
affected broadcasters, viewers and EPG providers must be kept to a minimum.  Sky 
proposes the following measures to ensure a more proportionate outcome for 
stakeholders.  
 

Prominence requirement should depend on BBC launching HD 
variants in all nations 
 
In order to avoid a large number of channels having to change channel number in 
England and Northern Ireland, a requirement for EPG providers to list BBC Three 
within the first 24 slots should not come into force until the BBC has launched all of 
its regional variants in HD.  Sky would then have the option of using slot 115 in 
England and Northern Ireland to avoid displacing other channels. 
 

Ofcom should review the level of prominence afforded to BBC Four, 
BBC Scotland and BBC Alba  
 
Sky considers that the BBC’s proposal to relaunch BBC Three should trigger a review 
of the level of prominence afforded to BBC Four, BBC Scotland and BBC Alba in 
Scotland.  The Communications Act 2003 requires Ofcom to review and revise the 
EPG Code from time to time,4 and whilst Ofcom undertook a review relatively 
recently (in 2018/2019), Sky submits the launch of an additional BBC channel should 
trigger a review of the level of prominence afforded across the BBC’s portfolio, in 
particular in Scotland where the BBC is proposing to have 6 channels in the first 24 
slots.  The prominence decisions taken by Ofcom in 2019 were made on the basis of 
a different level of impact to that which prevails.  Also, EPG prominence is a zero-sum 
game i.e., it is not possible to give one channel prominence without displacing others.  
It is therefore important that Ofcom takes a holistic approach to assessing the level 
of appropriate prominence given to any particular channel, having regard to the 
cumulative effect of BBC channel changes.  
 
Sky also notes that the BBC is planning to evolve BBC Four into a channel dedicated 
to showing repeats from the BBC’s archives.  We assume that much of this content 
will also be available on the BBC iPlayer.  Sky considers that this change to BBC Four 
should trigger a review of the level of prominence afforded to BBC Four across all 
nations. 
 
Any requirement for EPG providers to allocate BBC Three a top 24 slot should not 
come into force until completion by Ofcom of its wider prominence review. 
Alternatively, Ofcom should allow EPG providers the flexibility to move one of the 
BBC’s existing channels out of the first 24 slots until such time as a vacant slot 
becomes available in the first 24 slots, e.g., as a result of a closure of an existing BBC 
or third party channel.  This would help ensure that the impact on EPG providers, 
other channels and, most importantly, viewers, could be kept to a minimum.  Sky 
suggests that BBC Alba would be the most appropriate channel to move out of the 
first 24 slots, given its very low share of viewing and the fact that Sky would be able 
to list BBC Alba at slot 141 which is vacant only in Scotland, and which would continue 
to afford BBC Alba with a good level of prominence.  Ultimately, however, this would 
be a decision for Ofcom and/or the BBC. 

 
 
4 Section 310 of the Communications Act 2003. 
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A review mechanism to ensure the relaunched channel reaches its 
target audience 
 
Consistent with Ofcom’s outcomes-based proposals for PSBs more broadly, the BBC 
should be required to demonstrate that the relaunched channel has reached its 
target audience within a specific time period (e.g., 2 years following the relaunch).  If 
the relaunched channel does not reach its target audience within that period, then 
the prominence requirement should be removed.  Sky considers that Ofcom should 
pre-emptively commit to initiate such a review.  
 
The BBC should also be as transparent as possible on its plans for BBC Four (or 
indeed any of its other linear channels). If the BBC is contemplating closing this 
channel at any point prior to the implementation of new prominence requirements 
for BBC Three, then the BBC should make this known as soon as possible, in order to 
avoid any unnecessary disruption to EPGs.  
 
 
 
Sky October 2021 
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Annex – Current channel line-up in Entertainment and Documentaries number range   
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